RTX-3 PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Car Wash Soap With Rinse Aid
Features:
•

No Personal Protective Equipment
Required

•

Biodegradable

•

Hypoallergenic

•

Non-Flammable

Not your standard car wash soap.
Designed for non-consumer-operated applications, we skipped the added fluff
of aesthetics-only-super-suds in favor of a power product that lubricates brushes
with each wash and keeps your equipment running at optimal performance.
With the addition of our built-in rinse aid, you have less spotting issues. Cars
come out with a can’t-be-beat sheen.
Another above-standard feature is Bradley Systems’ unique refill program. Other
car wash detergent applications involve refill programs that operate via a truck
service to your site, which increases costs such as freight, delivery and service
fees. With Bradley Systems, you don’t have to rely on a truck service for refills –
which means minimized freight costs, no service fee, lower carbon footprint and
you never a need to pay for a replacement drum. Join our repeat customers in
gaining financial savings by simply refilling the existing drum yourself.
And, as with all Bradley Systems’ products, RTX-3 Car Wash Soap With Rinse Aid
rates all “0’s” on the hazard scale, making it unique among car wash soaps.
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For pricing, more information and to order: call
1-800-252-1114 or email sales@bradley-systems.com.

RTX-3 SPECS & APPLICATIONS
Applications:
•

Corporate rental car facility car washes

•

Industrial car washes

•

Hand wash operations

Usage Directions:
Bradley’s RTX-3 can be used in an automated car wash facility or in a hand
washing operation. If RTX-3 is used in an automated car wash facility, it can
be diluted up to 500:1 through a metering system, depending on outside
temperature, humidity and water quality. If RTX-3 is used in a hand washing
operation, add a half inch of RTX-3 to the bottom of a five gallon bucket and fill
the remainder with water.

Available Configurations:
32 oz bottle (case of 12)
1-gallon (case of 4)
5-gallon pail starter kit*
5-gallon pail refill (case of 4)
55-gallon drum*
55-gallon drum refill
275-gallon tote*
Tanker pricing available upon request
* Available ready-to-use or Enviro-Shipped (condensed
formulation)

For pricing, more information and to order: call
1-800-252-1114 or email sales@bradley-systems.com.
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